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July 11, 2018

Andrew Brouwer, City Clerk
City Hall
50 Centre Street South
Oshawa L 1H 327
Dear Mr. Brouwer,
On July 10, 2018, a deputation was made to the Durham Regional Police Services
Board by an Oshawa resident, Mr. Bill Shepherd, regarding excessive vehicle noise.
Please find attached a copy of the information, which Mr. Shepherd agreed that we
would provide to you. Inspector Mel Anderson of Central East Division is also copied
on this message.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Regards,

Anita Longo
Executive Assistant
Durham Regional Police Services Board
Cc: Chief Martin
Superintendent Todd Rollauer
Inspector Mel Anderson
Bill Clancy, Board Executive Director
Mr. Shepherd

605 Rossland Road East, Box 911 , Whitby, ON L 1N 088
Phone: 905-579-1520, Ext. 4307 • Fax: 905-721-4249
Email: alongo@drps.ca
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Durham Region Police Services Board
June 1, 2018

Request for Deputation at June 12, 2018 meeting

I am attaching a letter regarding the issue of excessive vehicle
noise.

In my deputation, I would summarize the contents of the letter
and make a request with respect to the enforcement of current
regulations/laws/Acts/bylaws etc.
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Thank you

Bill Shepherd
M.F.I.P.P.A.
Sec 14 (1)
M.F.I.P.P.A. Sec 14 (1)
M.F.I.P.P.A. Sec 14 (1)
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M.F.I.P.P.A. Sec 14 (1)

Durham Region Police Services Board. Enough with the noise..... Please. June 1, 2018
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I am writing to your organization with the hope that you will take steps that will control or prevent
excessive noise from vehicles.
I think you will agree that more and more vehicles are being added to our roads every year. There is a
small percentage of those who alter or completely replace the original car or motorcycle muffler
systems with a "straight pipe or tuned exhaust" which turns them into ear piercing rockets.
We'll soon be entering summer and all too often our blissful BBQ in the back yard Is shattered by the
loud roar of a bike or car. Worse still, our sleep is totally disrupted by blasts of noise at 2am (is that
when bars close?). Try and enjoy a nice restaurant patio beside a busy road and count the number of
excessively noisy vehfcles. I have friends that ride bikes who are not even able to ride alongside one of
these bikes whose mufflers have been altered because it is so noisy.
I've riden a motorcycle for 50 years. I used to race back In the 60's and 70's and yes, we modified the
muffler system....for the track, not the road. I recall police officers back then carried a piece of broom
handle in their cars and would stop loud motorcycles. They would try and insert the broom handle into
the muffler. If the "baffle" or muffling device was removed, the broom handle would slide into the
muffler, unrestricted. If It did, the rider received a fine. What happened to those regulations?
I believe the town of Halton Hills (Georgetown, etc) has implemented noise restrictions for vehicles and
issued noise measuring devices to police officers. The cities of Edmonton and Winnipeg have done the
same. I used to live In the village of Glen Williams, in Halton Hills, and it was a motorcycle riding
destination. Frequently, the quiet peace of that little place was shattered by the roar of cruisers and
crotch rockets driven by those who should know better.
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These riders must have some need for attention but for the rest of us, Its noise pollution. I do not buy
for a minute, that loud noise from bikes makes car drivers more aware of the bikes. I'd like to see a
study where the majority of bikes in accidents had quiet mufflers. They were in accidents primarily
because of high speed, poor driving habits (not driving defensively) or road conditions - not because
they were quiet and unnoticed. They also suffered more Injuries because of improper riding gear.....but
that's another topic.
New vehicles, cars or motorcycles, are incredibly quiet because of great engineering and the need of
their owners to respect the peace of others. Office buildings are designed with "white noise" so the
rooms can be quiet. I live by an airport and the building code for the windows require double pane to
keep the house quiet while planes fly nearby. Along the 401 highway in Oshawa, there are high cement
walls to dampen the noise from the passing vehicles.
And yet we allow the flagrant inconsideration of a few to disrupt our quiet enjoyment of life? Life is
hectic and distracting enough without our few peaceful moments being ruined by those with no regard
for others. I invite to spend a few hours on a warm summer's day in Oshawa at the corner of Taunton
and Simcoe....bring ear plugs.
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Environment psychologist Arlene L. Bronzaft, PhD, is an expert witness in court cases and government
hearings on the impact of noise on mental and physical well-being. She defines noise as any unwanted,
uncontrollable, or unpredictable sound. Those noises lead to stress which, in turn, can Increase heart
rate, cause blood pressure to rise, slow down digestion and impact sleep. As to sleep disturbances, noise
pollution, In addition to affecting the heart, has other affects including fatigue, depressed mood and
well-being, and decreased performance. Further, Doctor Bronzaft is credited with two landmark studies
that showed that noise has a negative impact on children's learning.
Louis Hagler, MD, in his Summary of Adverse Health Effects of Noise Pollution to the World Health
Organization stated; "Noise pollution can accelerate and intensify the development of latent mental
disorders. It may cause or contribute to anxiety, stress, nervousness, nausea, headache, emotional
Instability, argumentativeness, change in mood, increase in social conflicts, neurosis, hysteria and
psychosis. It is consistently associated with decreased helping behaviour and increased aggressiveness."
Another comment to the WHO from Deepak Prasher, professor of audiology at University College in
London stated, "Until now, noise has been the Cinderella form of pollution and people haven't been
aware that it has an impact on their health."
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An article in the Toronto Star, June 13, 2012 stated; "Loud cars are more than just a nuisance for the
neighbourhood. The people driving them are more likely to cause accidents, and are more at risk of
damaging their own hearing, says Rex Banks, chief audiologist at the Canadian Hearing Society. At 96
decibels, you're drowning out all the traffic noises, so you won't be aware of your surroundings. And
you'd be damaging your own hearing"
And here is something else you may not know; many, who ride loud bikes, wear ear plugsI Even they
can't stand the noise but they have no problem having the rest of us endure it.
If there are regulations, why are they not being enforced? I can't have a loud party at night and disturb
my neighbourhood, yet an attention seeking man aboard his cruiser or crotch rocket, can roar by and
wake up everyone. And yes, 99% are men.
I can predict right now that you're going to get a strong lobby from the "aftermarket" companies who
manufacture or distribute these loud pipes. Please consider the wishes of the majority "who want to
enjoy the quiet, peace, rest, enjoyment, comfort and convenience of our surroundings." Those last few
words are from the City of Toronto's noise bylaw.
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Noise is measured in decibels and with today's technology, devices that read decibels are cheap and
readily available. Police officers are on the road every day and could enforce a law that limits the
decibels of vehicles. I have been In contact with Durham Regional Police twice over two years (senior
traffic supervisors) and their response was "we don't have the resources" -so that's it? We have to put
up with It? The law can't be enforced and our quality of life is not important?
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I'd like to suggest your organization can play a role to control and reduce the noise from vehicles and by
a united effort, you would be enhancing the enjoyment of the lives of those you serve. Think of the
benefits;
•

Reduced accidents - reduce costs to police, health care etc

•

Reduced; hearing damage, mental health issues, heart problems- savings in health care

•

Less noise complaints

•

Quieter, restful communities with better quality of life (improved image of our communities )

Loud vehicles are not necessary, for any reason. The only place they belong is the race track where, in
some ways, they may contribute to performance. My car and motorcycle have all the performance and
speed I need on the road without me changing the mufflers for more performance.
Please take my comments to your authorities, boards, councils, committees, regulators or governing
body and please recommend a solution. The quality of life of your citizens is being affected and we are
being disturbed, disrupted and inconvenienced. You can make a difference.
I thank you for considering my request and for your anticipated efforts in this matter of great
importance.
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Respectfully;
Bill Shepherd
M.
F.
I.
M.F.I.P.P.A. Sec 14 (1)
P.
P.
Owner; M.F.I.P.P.A. Sec 14 (no muffler modifications)
A.
(1)
S
ec
14
(1
)
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